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Introductory Statement.
. ,

TA-Center for Social Organiza4ipn of Schooli hastwo.primary

objectives: to develop a scientific knowledge of hot.; schools affect

.their students, and to use this knowledge to develOp'tbetter school

practices nd organization.

The Center works through-hree programs to achieve its objectives

The Policy Studies in School Desegregation program appliesythe basic

theories of social organization of schools to study the internal condi-

tions of desegregated schools, the feasibility of altern'ative desegrega-

tion policies, and theinterrelation of schOol desegregation with other.

equity issues such as housing and job desegation. The School Organi-

zation program is Currently concerned with authority-controi'structures,

4

task structures, reward systems, and peer group processes its schools.

It has produced a large-scale study of the effects of open schools, has

developed the' Teams-Games-Tournament (GT) instructional process for

teacrg various subjects in elementary and secondary schools, and has

produced a.computerized system for school-wide attendance monitoring.

Theathool Process and Career Development program is studying transitions

from high school to post secondary institutions and the role of schooling
4

in the development of career plans and the actualization of labor market

outcomes.

This report, prepared by the Policy Studies in School Desegregation

Program; is part of a series that examines the process by which the

races and sexes become occupWtionally segregated,'how schools are



currently contributing to or counteracting this form of segregation, and
/..)

how the educational system tight Ne involved in' new strategies to.
,

'decrease occupational segregation. This .report examines the representa-
.

tion of adult women andblacks in different fields of work at different

' levels of.prestige'an4d is the first of 'several reports that will examine'

the e§tent of occupational segregation over different stages of the life

cycle and overtfie last hundred years. Other studies will examine race

and sex differences.in the development of occupationally-related

aspirations, interests, values, and_ competencies during the elementary

through the postsecondary school years.. These latter studies will focus

On the socialization experiences in both segregated and desegregated

schools that might lead to these diffreils in vocational development r.

among the races and sexes.'

"
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Abstract,

The' composition of employment was examined using 1970 census

data for employed civilians, Holland's occupational tYpo'logy, and

a prestige scale. The resent report extends earlier examinations of

the labor farce using these dimensioors by studying'the sex and race

."-composition of types of work at several levels of prestige, And by

4

examining the exteni-of government employment among men and women

in different jobs. Results indicate areas where women and blaCks are

under- and over-repqented. In addition, because of the association

between pe of work and prestige le 1, aspirations or it-Irest in

le
a type)oLuTork may have implications for the level of work' that is

available. Counseling and research implications of the results are

discussed.

iv
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r An Analytical Description of Employmen t-According

to Race, Sex, Prestige, and Holland Type of Work

Much vbcational,guidane research has been devoted to providing

counselors with more information andAppexter assessment tools for helping

studentsephoose the jobs that match their interests and abilities. In

-contrast, tittle vocational guidance research has examined the avail-

ability of different kinds of jobs (Holcomb & Andlrson, 1977). The

U.S. Government provides much information on the number of different

kinds of jobs which currently exist in our economy and which are pro-.

jetted for the near future and i4formation on who holds these jobs

e.g., U.S. Bureau of theCensus, 1973; U:S. BureW
P
of Labor Statistics,

1971). Seldom; however,sis this information orga4zed according to

the broad occupational categoriegused by vocational psychologists and

counselors 'for assessing vocational interests.
; 4

Gottfredson, Holland, and Gottfredson 5) ,studied the number

of jobs in theUnited States as categorized accordi4g:to* one widely-
°

used classification of vocational interests (Holland, 1971) And And

not only that some types of wore are much rarer tban others, but also

cO 4111

that 'they, exist in smaller proportions than do aspirations for those

types of work. This implies that ll people who aspire to-these types

of work will not be able to fulfill their aspikations; thus counselors

must be provided the (t'ool's to assess the 'availability as well as the

desirbility-of different types of work for their clients.

The present study extends previous work on job availability:according

to Holland's classfication by examining (a) the number of,jobs.in the

U.S. in 1970 by prestige level as well as type of work, (b) the distri-

bution of types of jobs in and out of government service, (c) race and
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sex differences in type and level of work, and (d) projections for

futuie demand for kinds oflabor. Issues such as the following are

raised: All things except labor demand being equal, what are the

chances of getting high- versus low-level jobs if one enters a realistic

rather than a social job? When the distribution of l'ob opportunities ,

does not match the distribution of aspirations of job seekers, how,

can the counselor encourage,realism about job opportunities while at

the same time help indiiridual clients to pursue their aspirations?

# , 4
* #

Where have women and blacks been most likely to find work in the past,

and where might opportunities be greatest in the near future?

MeEhod

Employment Data

Data on employment by race and sex for detailed census occupational

titles were obtained from published tables of 1970 employment (U.S.

Bureau of the Census, 1973, pp. 582-592). The data are based on a 5%

sample of employed civilians aged 16 and over. No detailed
-
occupational

titles were provided in the'census for approximately 6% of workers, so these

cases were excluded from the analyses. Occupational titles were classi-

fied according to prestige level (Temme, 1975) as well as Holland type

df work, thus providing a multi-dimensional classification of emplp

Holland type and prestige levels used for each of.the 440 census

e t.

titles are listed elsewhere ,(L. Gottfredson & Brown, 1978). The

Holland codes used here incorporate recent extensions and improvements'

of the classification. These changes account.for the minor differences

,

between the distributions shown here and those Shown in earlier wo±k

using unrevised Holland codes (Gottfredson, Holland,, & Gottfredsort', F975)

,.-

8
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although the same censtio data were used.

Job level fags measured with an occupational prestige scale which
o

ranged from 0 to 88, This prestige scale.was developed from survey

data on .ratings of_the general desirability of different occupatidiis

and, the scale is described in detail by'Temme ( 75). Occupational

prestige was used to-measure job level'here beiause prestige and the

c-losely related socioeconomic scales are widely used in research on

race and.sex differences in occupational attainment (Duncan, 1961;

Blau & Duncari, 1967; McClendon, 1976). Occupational prestige corre-

lates about .9 with other measures of job level.such as General

Educational. Development (GED) level (L. Go5tfredson & Brown, 1978).

The present report gioups occupations into 4broad levels: very low

110

(prestige 0-19),,low (20 -39)? moderate (40-59), and high'(60 and over).

Occuptitions classified as,very low in this study range from dishwasher

and bootblack to elevator operator. Occupations classified as low-

level range from peddler and hospital attendant to carpenter, hair-

dresser, and sales clerk. Occupations classified as modeIate -level

includelmost skilled trades, managers, technicians, nurses, and

,

clerical workers. High -level work includes most professionali (such

itas 1 ers, physicians,'and .a.'rchitects), scientists, college pro-
-

fessors, and engineers. With the'exCeption of the first table, the

two lowest levels of work have been combined into a single category,

because over 90 of the lowest level of work falls into a single Holland

category of work.

Data,were available by race for blacks and non-blacks. Whites

constitute 99% of the non-blacks (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973,

9
C-
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4 (Orli
p:-93), and) the n6m-blacks will 'be referred to as whites d.n the

following pages.

The occupations listed in the national mangawer projections

Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1971, pp. 17-20) for 1970 and 1980

were coded accordin& to Holland type and prestige level of work by

.

assigning them the codes .of the census titles to which they best

correpponded. patipns composing the detailed occupational'

categorie's in the 1970' census are fairly homogeneous with respect to

.Holland category M.S. Bureau of the Census, 1971), but some of the

categories in the'Bureau of Labor Statistics projections are fletero-

geneoud with respect to Holland category. One category -- professional,

technical, and kindred workers, not elseiahere classified -- was

omitted hereq2ecause it was too heterogeneous to classify (see U.S.

Bureau of Labor Sv.tistIcs, 1971, pp. 21-25). Despite the differences

in number acrd homogenoi.4 of the Census and Bureau of Labor Statistics

categories, the distrAutions of kinds Of work estimated for 1970 are

similar.

Results

Type and Level of Jobs Held t .

ii.. v

Table 1 shows Allw Workers are distributed by ;level and Holland

the of work. Several important features of this distribution are .

... readily apparent. First, as previously noted (Gottfredsori, Holland.

.

Gottfreddon, 1975), solie and types of work ire' much rarer than
4

others. Almost half of all iobs)held in 1970 were classified*as real-

istic; but fewer than 27 were classified as artistic. Three.

types of work -- realistic, enterprising, and conventional -- account

1 0 '
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for over 80% of all jobs, Second, different Holland types of work

provide very different lets of work.. (her 1107, of realistic work is.,5,
n the two lowest levels of work (prestige of 0 -19 and"20T39). In

contrast, 75% of investigative jobs are high-level'(prestige of 60

and over). Social, enterprising, and conventional work are.distri-
-

buted*mord evenly along theprestige hierarthy. hetero-

geneity .of type of work. varies by the le4e1 of work considered."'

,k Almost all of the 1,owest'level of work is realistic and 70% of

.

the two lowest levels are realistic. A gredter mix,of types

-o0work appears at. moderate and high' levels of work. Enterprising

work predominates at moderate levels and, together with realistic and

ti

conventional work, accounts for 827, of the moderate-level jobs. Social

work predoinaies.at the highest level, and together with the next two

largest groups -- investigative and enterprising -- accounts for 86%

of high -level work.

Insert Table 1 About Here
A

Government Jobs

'The cells of.Table,2 show the percentages of workers_-----.

who are employed by thd government (federal, state,. or local).

Ardentages are presented separately for different types and levels

of work. (the two lowest levels of work in Table 1 have been combined

(

in this'and all subsequent tables because of the small N's in the f'

lowest levels of all but realistic work.) The percentage of workers

. 4

in government

*.
Overallthe

employment varies by bith level and type of,work.

percentages of workers employed by government rise from
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4.170 for men'and 12% for women, in low-level work to'287 and 65% for

men and women inhish-level work. The percentages, also tend to

.f

increase withiti each of.the six types'of workpatticularly for

women. The major differerices arT between the types rather than the

,

levels of work, however. Not surprisingly, socialjobs' (which.
. . .-

=inclua most teaching and social ,service job:Nre propOrtionately

more often government jobs, with, smaller proportions of investigative

(e:g., scientific) and conventional (e.g.,.%lerihal) jobs'being

government jobs.

0Verall, a greater proportion of women lhan.men are employed

by, the government -- 20% versus 14%. The, greater Ptrcentage of

-iovefnment work among women than men'Oes.'not hold, hoWever', at ail

/ .,

levels of the six different types- of work. In high-level jobs a

larger proportivn;of thlvwdmen are government employees but inlow-.

level work a largeraroportion of the Men are employed by the government;
\- ,. i t

,-Thesekexdifferences are primarily the result .of Women being employed-
,

S

(

\

7

in differntoccupas than Men, because sex differences in

,

governmen't empl6 entare much smaller when individual Occupations

. 4

/are considered& ,This llu d by a -closer examinatiodof two

I
occupational groups wit large sex Differences high-level inVesti-

gative and moderate 'level cony entio work. Among high-level

).
inves'isigativ workers, 22% of the mtn t 3:570 of the women are

einpl'o k by,the government.. Examples of,inves gatiVe-Workers in

chide scientists,"many coilege.professors,' many engirers, and airplane
'

. / .

. .

pilots. ,Up to two - 'thirds of the .first grdtpi.ofteMployegs, but

cdthe laAef two,areeniployed-b the
.

' generally fewer than

I.
,

OIL

-30
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government. However, a much larger proportion of women than men are

scientists or professors rather than engineers or'pilots. Among

.

:moderate-level conventional workers, a much higher proportion of

males khan females ate government eMployees. ,This difference,occurs

primatily because close to one-fifth of the men in this group ate

postal clerks (100% of whom are government 'employees). The proportion
II

of women-who are postAl clerks i
\4'

is xtremely small. Instead women fill

most of the many secretarial and other clerical jobs (of which rarely
.

more than 20% are government jobs).
.V..

'Insert Table/ 2 About Here

Composition by Sex

Approximately 3ft'of all workers in 1970 were women. Table 3

shows the composition by sex ,for jobs whep,broken down by level and
. .

( type of work. If we assurne that 38% of workers in all types-And

levels of work can be expected by chance to be women, then the per-

centages in Table 3 indftate a tamatic over-representation of women
4

in some groups of work but a dramatic under-representation in others. .

The Rrdportio of workers who are women tends to decrease as the

level of work reases; overall, the percentage falls from 38.7. in

low -level work, to 31% in high- level wrk. If low-level investigative

and artistic jobs (only 1% of all jobs) are ignored, this p tern is

repeated ireall types of work. But the largest sex differences are

not' by level of work; they are instead among the different Holland

'types of work. Women' are clearly under-represented in realistic

and ovv-represented in social jobs at all levels of work.
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For'example;.only 25% of low-level realistic but 62% of high-level

Social workers are women. The patterns va7y among the other types

Nook work. Among enterprising jobs the proportion of women ranges from

44% (over-representation) among low-level jobs -(e.g., sales clerks)'

to 8% (under - representation) in high-level enterprising work (e.t.,

lawyers). Women hold about 80% of conventional jobs, being under-

represented ofily'in the highest level jobs (most high-level work

being in accounting).

Insert Table 3 About Here

Composition by Race
,

Table 4.show's the'percentage of workers who are black in

different types and levels of' work. Overall, 8% of,male workers and 11% of

female workers are black. Two patterns are prominent. Fir'st, looking

,

across the rows, percent black almost always decreases with' increasing

job level, and blacks are uinder-reftesented in all except the lowest

".

level of work. Black males are grossly under-represented in all types

of high-level jobs -- usually fewer than 2% of such jobs among males

being heldby blacks. Black feles are not as under-represented for

their sex ia high-level work as are black males. Blacks appear to be

. best represented in social jobs and most poorly represente4 in enter-

Arising work. This is true for both men and women.

Insert Table 4 About Here

1 ,f

4
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Discussion

The resul s reveal the current access pi' different kinds of

9

work in only a limited way. The tables show the sorts of jobs that

4
were held by all American workers in 1970, and so include jobs held

by part-time workers as well as full-time workers and by people of

all ages. The tables do not show the types of job openings that occur

during a year nor the jobs that are available for young people seeking

their first full-time jobs. Nevertheless, they can provide sate

important clues about where competition for jobs may be most severe

and where blacks and women may have experienced the most difficulty

in obtaining jobs in the past.

Where Are the Jobs?

Gottfredson, Holland, and Gottfredson (1975) have already shown

that some types of work eve rarer than others, artistic jobs being

particularly scarce. This findipg, togetherwith their data on

aspirations among high school and college students, suggests that

young people will have more difficulty in fulfilling aspirations for

some types of work than for others. The results presented here,

however, show that the six Holland types of work are found not only 4

in very different numbers and at different educational levels, but

alsoat different levels of prestige.

This has implications not only for the prospects, but also the''

consequences, offulfilling aspirations for different types of work.

-1

')- Realistic work is found primarily at the lowest levels of prestige.

So although half of all work is realistic, realistic Work is a spume
.

of only a small fraction of high-level jobs. An individual therefore,

15'
3
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,.is,unlikely to be able to satisfy aspirations for both realistic and

high-level work at the same time. Zn contrast, a person with aspirations

for investigative work probably has to, find a high-level job in order

to get investigative work. ,Social and enterprising work are distributed

more evenly across levels of work, so interests in these two kinds of

work may be more easily satisfied at a variety of levels.

. 1ho controls, or who provides, these jobs? To some extent

individuals can create their own jobs by being self-employed, but

by far most jobs are created by privle industry orfby government, and

success in self-employment is also dependent upon demand for goods

and services. Government jobs are probably less sensitive to the ups

and downs of the business cycle than are those in private industry and

it is likely that the recruiting and hiring rocess also differs in

these two sectors. Knowing whereitgoverqment employment is most frequent

will help counselors to anticipate the effects of business cycles on

the prospects for prombting certain typeslof person=job matches. One

implication of Table 2 is that higher level jobs, and social and

conventional jabs, because of their prevalence in government, are

probably the least sensitive to economic ups and downs, therefore

providing the most secure employment and the least deterioration in

,rate of job openings in eonomic downturns.

It is not clear how the'alidilability of jobs by type and level

changes with short term economic fluctuations, but evidence suggests

that the availability of jobs by type of work is changing only slOwily,,

if at all, over the long run. ,Table 5 shOws that they types of jobs

projected fOr 1980 are laxgely the same 'as those in 1970. This suggests

16
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that the cone usions about the 1970 distribution of work parapply

-with little change to the coming decade as well.

Insert Table 5 About Here

o Gets These Jobs?

Although it is not clear what a fair distribution of jobs would,

be, it:is possible to describe who has the jobs now.' Information about

thecomposition of working populations by race and sex, for example,

provides some clues about where inequities may have occurred in the

'past -- and where barriers may still exigt:4

Tables 3 4nd 4 suggested that women and blacks are over- represents

in some categories of work but under-represented in others. The'inverse

relation between occupational level and propoitionof women and blacks

has been widely ,investigated, particularly by sociologists (Hodge &

Hodge, 1965; Treiman & Terrell, 1975) and economists (Ashenfelteri-&

ees, 1973). What has not been so apparent before, however, is the

finding in Tables,3 and 4' that over- br under-representation of blacks

f
or women is associated not.bnly with level of work but is associated

with both type and level.

Social jobs appeir to have been he)most frequent source of high-
c--\/

level jobs for hOth blacks and women in Vbe past, and _conventional

ow
jobs have been the source of many moderate -Level jobs. Although a

I

large.proportion.of2 all workers are in, enterprising work, it appears

to have been an especially poor sourceof jobs at all levels for

blacks.
//

The present results describe what is and'has been, not what should 1

I- a
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,

or might be, the structure of the, work force. They 'are presented to

suggest where to start looking for inequities in the system.;} Another

caution should be raised here as well.' That wome , blacks, or any'

',other group are under-represented in an: ocCupation 1 group does not

demonstrate that discrimination against'thesegroups exists. It only

raises that possibility. Differences in re resentation co ldocCur

for many reasons, such as race-sex diff rences in skills o preferences

ti

for either type or level of work. The employMent differ nces 1.3 level '!

presented here cannot clearly be explained by differe ces in aspirations

flOr level of work, because black and female youngsters appear-to have

;

vocational aspirations at least as high as do.white. males ,(Cosby, 1971;

Kirvlesky, Wright, & Juarez, 1971). Differences in preferences for

type or field of work may be important, though, in explaining,some

employment differences by race and sex, because there is ample evidence

that interests for type of work differ by both race and sex (Kimball,

Sedlacek, & Brooks, 1973; Hager & Elton, 1971; Doughtie, et al., 1976;

Birk, 1975; G. GottfredLon& Holland,,197).

Regardless of c.;.thy these patters oTirace and sex composition

have occurred, they have some practical implications for helping blacks

and women. First, it is not clear that it is to the advantage of

women to increase, their representation in realistic work because most

realistic work is low-level 'tgork. Such a'strategy is implied by those

\MIDargue that inventories are probably sex biased if they, identify

few realistic women and who urge that more women be assessed as having

realistic interests. Such strategies would suggest to'more women that

they explore careers in types of work where high prestige occupations'
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are rare. Second, women already constitute 62% of workers in,high-level'

social jobs even though they constitute only 38% of all,workers. There-

-fore; although social jobs constitute the largest pool of high-level

jobs,women may more likely be able to improveotheir reprIsentation in

high-level work by competing for enterprising or investiga e. jobs.
1

In contrast, although blacks are best represented in social bs, they

are still under-reprgsented in all types of moderate- and high-level

work.

Finally, Tables 3 and 4 suggest that women and particularly

blacks may have faced strong barriers to employment in enterprising
--)

work, but enterprising work may neverthelesg be'a good source of jobs

ifo. blacks and women in the Akture if these bar ers can be surmounted.

Enterprising Work may be a Ood source of high prestige work,for

several reasons: (a) there are now strong social prespures to increase

the representation of blacks and women in-this type of work, (b) it

constitutes a large of jobs in the labor market, and (c) it is

found at all levels of prestige and so may be an important channel

for promoting women and blacks over time. It should be realized,

however, that job adjustment may be more difficult in enterprising'

work for blacks and'women if tfiey'are now under-represented because

it has been an inhospitable environment for them. Adjustment will be

easiest for workers with enterprising interests and competencieb.

The limitations imposed by the distribution of jobs raises a

.very important issue not yet fully faced by counselors. What should

be done when it is cleaCOat all individuals cannot get )obs cogeu

with their interests and abilities? Better training and more educl-tio

may be useful for some individuals, but if aspirations remain unchanged

19
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the economic system as a whole cannot provide every worker a job he

or she desires. Although the counselor must be sensitive to this

rea04,y, it is not clear how this should affect advice to counselees.

Far/gxample, should the counselor attempt to encourage more "realistic"

aspirations? .I.Lso,'among whom should the counselor foster such

2\realism? Counselors have been severely criticized in the past for

selectively encouraging "realism" among minority and female students

(Birk, 1975): Alternatively, should counselors encourage everyone tb

pursue their aspirations, no matter how low the probabilitieS7tOf.

their bging realized, sand then deal with the gaivalties -1,n the sub-,

r

sequent competition for jobs? One possible, caution of this

dilemma itto provide clients with understandable information about,

their interests and abilities and understandable summaries of the

structure of the labor market. wear picture of biases or obstacles

4o be overcome may help prepare oounselees to meet these challenges:

Theoreticalt,Implications

The results raise theoretical as well s practical and ethical

issues.. p the differences in the average job level of

Holland's categories should be taken into account in future tests of
lw

-Holland's typology and ?ieory of careers. JOb satisfaction, edu-.

cational level, family (ocioeconomic status, income;'and many other

variables are correlated with job level. Because the six types of

work differ 'in level, they will consequentlyle correlated with such

variables (Kelso, 1976)." Unless level of work is controlled, it is

r possible that observed differences among, the six types are onl§re-

'flections of differences in level.
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'IkFurther research should' xamine q r scions such as the following,

. (a) What types and levels:of jcIb ITellas are available to:young

\-15

r

people

career, and

entering the laborabor market and for workers settling into

r , .0.

at what rate do different j s become

nun

available?

openings are strongly related to the um riof jobsin a

a

Although

category

(Kelley, Chirikos & Finn; 1975), this is not the only determinant of

opening's.

and whites

(b) What proportion,qf worker.s -- males and females,*blacks

4
-- are able to find Sobs congruent with their vocational

interests? G. Gottfreason (1976) has,summarized some preliminary.

oe
evidence on thrsAuestioa. (c) How often do aspirations

i .

.--
.

_Workers find themselves in incongruent-jobs?

change when

Government and industry

4
prbvide much daela on current and projected job:openings. The classfi-

'
cation of census Occupational titles according to level ana Hollan4 d's

typology of work proVides a way to better use thesb datato answer

the foregoing questions..
. ,.

21
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Tabll 1

Percentage of Workers Employed in Each

1
Type and FAstige Level fz_Work,1970

f

19.

Type
of

Work

Occupational Prestige

0-19 20-39 40-59 60+

Realistic 7.8 31.7 7.9 0.3

Investigative 0.0 0.0 1.1 3.1

Artistic tv"
. 0.0 .c a 0.8 0.5

Social 0.5 3.4 '3.. 44.8

Enterprising A 5.4 8.5 3.1

:.,onventional Ifit ,8.3 8.1 1.0

NOTE: Weighted N T 72,208:147.

-

a
Less than 0.5%.

25'
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'19,

Tablt 1

Percentage of Workers Employed in Each

Type and PAstige Level cl_Work, 1970

I
Type Occupational Prestige s/
of

Work 0-19'

Realistic 7.8

Investigative 0.0

4krtistic tt' a 0.0 e

Social 0.5

Enterprising a

:Conventional It

20-39 40-59 60+

31.7s ,
7.9 0.3

0.0 1.1 3.1
C-

a 0.8 0.5

3,4 "3.i 4(.8 1

5.4 8.5 3.1

.8.3 8.1 1.0 obt

NOTE: Weighted N t 72,208,147.

-

a
Less than 0.5%.

2 5
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Table 2

Percentages of Male and Female Workers in Different Types and

Prestige Levels of Work Who Have Government Jobs, 1970

/
A

(

\

A. '

Type
of

Work Sex

Occupational Prestige

0-39 40-59 60+ Total Weighted (N)a

Realistic
s

'investigative

Artistic
.

.''' Social -

.

.
, .

i

Ent/erprising

4' -

Conventional

P OF, (

/

-

r .Tptal'

-,1,

4 M
F,,

M
F,

M
F\

M
F

M
. F ,

M
F,

M

9.8

9.5

10.5

7.6

57.4
21.5

1.3

0.9

''18:4
.16:6

11.0
12.3 `

.

13.6

10.5

21.7

21.8

5.9

4.9

3040
25.9

7.7

-12.6

34.2
18.5

14.1

18.7

16.8

12.5

22.3

34.6

20.2

23.9

78.3

78.9

6.4

13.3

1.1
24.8

27.8

65.4

10.5

9.6(

22.2

28.0

11.3

12.4

58,5

5.9

5.9

24.4

- 17.6

. 14.3

19.8

(26,929)

(7,481)

(2,570)

(465)

(703)

(304)

(3,019).

(5,788)

(9,262)

(3,029)

(2,565)

(1Q,091)

(45,047)

(27,161)

' '

-Titcusands of workers.

O

2'7
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Table 3

Percentage of Workers in Different,.Types and

Prestige Levels of Work Who Are Women, 1970,

Type
of

Work

Occup ional P es_tige

0-39 40-59 601; Total Weighted (N)a

Realistic

Investigative

Artistic

Social

Enterprising

Conventional

Total

. 25.2

,.,

9.8

69.5

43.8

83:4

38.5

5.1

30.1

30.6

66.1

18.1

82.6

38.6

0.9

A 0.0

30.8

62.4
,

8.4

25.4

31.1

21.7

'15.3

30.2

65.7

24.6

79.7

37,6

4pk,

(34,4'10)

(3,035)0
(1,007)

(8,807)

(12,291)

(12,658)

(72,2Q8)

a
Thousands of'workers.

28
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Table 4

Percentage of Male and Female Workersin Different Types and

Prestige Levels of Work Whq Are Black,,1970

Type
of

Occupational Prestige

Work 'Sex 0-39 40159 60+ Total %Weighted (N)a

Realistic M 12.6 3.6 1.0 10.7 (26,929).
F 19.8 7.4 2.1 19.3 (7,481)

Investigative M 4.9 1.9 (2,570)
F 8.6 4.9 6.8 ,1465)

.

Artistic
-

M 3.8 3.4 2.1
10.5

3.0 (703)

(304)

----
SoCial m ,, 10.3 6.1 6.2 7.3 (

F 17.2 9.5. 9.4 12.0 (5,783)79)8)

Enterprising : M 4.9 1.9 1.2' 2.5 (9,262)

r

F 3.8 4,1' 3.9 , 3'.9 / (3,029)

Conventional. M 9.1 7.0 1.7 6.7 (2,565)
F 8.6 4.0 4.3

... 6.3 (10,093)-

a

Total M 11.7 3.4 2.5 8.0 (45,047)
F 14.2 5.4 8.1 10.8 (27,161)

a
Thousands of workers.
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a \
Table 5

Actual Employment in Different Types of Work in

1970 and Projected Employment in 1980

(Percent)

Type of

Work

Censusa Manpower Projectionsb

1970 1970 1980

Realistic 47.7 49.9 47.5

Investigative ,4.2 3.4 4.1

Artistic 1.4 1.4 1.4

Social 12.2 8.2 9.0

Enterprising 17.0 18.4 18.1

ConventiOnal 17.4 1. 18.6 19.9

aBaSed on a recode of occupational titles from 19T Census (Bureau of the
Census,. 1973, pp. 582-592).

bBased on arecode'of data presented by the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(1971, pp. 17-20).
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